Toyota ipsum

The first generation, named Ipsum in Japan and Picnic in export markets, was built from â€”,
with export versions arriving in A commercial version was sold as the Toyota SportsVan in
Denmark. It had a choice of two inline-four petrol engines , ranging from 1. The second
generation was introduced in May in Japan and also in Europe and Australia where it was
marketed as the Avensis Verso. Apart from Japan , the Ipsum was also available for Malaysia
and Singapore. It features an enlarged wheelbase, rear air conditioners and inner room for
seven seats. There is also an optional roof rack that provides ability to carry outdoor
equipment. The seats can be pushed forward and flat for various configurations. Engine options
included a 2. It received its facelift in October , featuring a redesigned front and rear bumper,
new LED type rear lamps, interior trim and new alloy rims. In Australia, the Avensis Verso was
available from to and was back-to-back winner of Australia's Best People Mover award in and
The ACM20R model came in 3 variants with all having the 2. The GLX was available with either a
4-speed automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission while the Ultima was only available with
the 4-speed automatic. Both the GLX and Ultima variants were now only available with the
4-speed automatic. The entire model line was discontinued in late From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Toyota Gaia Toyota Nadia. Goo-net Exchange. Australia: Toyota.
Retrieved 1 November Toyota Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial
Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota, Aichi , Japan. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Toyota
Ipsum pre-facelift. Toyota Ipsum U pre-facelift. Subcompact minivan. Calya B Kijang F Avanza F
Raum XZ Passo Sette M Sienta XP Nadia XN Corolla Verso AR Verso ZGR Compact minivan.
Gaia XM Isis AM Innova AN Wish AE Mid-size minivan. RegiusAce H Alphard AH Full-size
minivan. Sienna XL Kei van. Sparky S HiAce HH HiAce H ProAce City. ProAce Verso.
Non-Toyota platform. SBT use cookies to give you the best possible experience and serve the
most relevant ads. By using this site, you accept the use of cookies. Agree and continue
browsing. Japan Time: Tokyo Time. View Details. Its first generation was sold as the minivan
size 5 internal Japanese classification , but now it has got the body size 3, and the engine grew
to 2. It is an order of magnitude smaller than Estima and Honda Odyssey, but still it can be
called a full-fledged competitor to the 4-cylinder engines. These changes extend the trunk and
interior space of the cabin, the narrowness of which was the weak point of the first-generation
cars. It was inherited ease of use, thanks to the wide possibilities of transformation. The Toyota
Ipsum is superior and better car in its class. The stately design of this model is nothing like
what it is intended largely for family use. Another difference from the previous generation - the
presence of six-versions in the cabin which noticeably more space, with two armchairs central
series provide a very comfortable fit and equipped with armrests. From the "delights" - just trim
"under the tree" and the front climate control. As options that can endure the basic version to
the next, more interesting level, offering fog lights, front spoiler, roof rails, sunroof, alloy
wheels, a monitor with navigation, dual climate control. At maximum equipment, besides all the
above, the buyer gets xenon headlights, rear roof spoiler, DVD-player, electric front seats, tinted
factory built into the ceiling monitor for passengers, Camera Review, rain sensor, cruise
control, chic interior light colored upholstered. This gasoline engine - DOHC inline four-cylinder
model 2AZ-FE - equipped with variable valve timing mechanism VVT-I and has a capacity of hp
Constructive solutions used on motors of this series are typical of engines so-called "third
wave" and make them more demanding in operation. In general, the Ipsum has decent enough
power reserves and quietly digesting 92nd gasoline. Suspension new Ipsum has retained the
old type - front MacPherson strut, rear Semi-dependent on the torsion beam design. Minimum
turning radius - 5. Coupled with lower center of gravity and improved weight distribution, it
provided a good vehicle stability and control. And, of course, keep the former comfort, energy
consumption of the suspension and smooth ride. Ipsum is equipped with an automatic 4-speed
transmission. It significantly increased safety and comfort. Ipsum second generation got rear
disc brakes, original standard for all versions was the presence of systems such as ABS
anti-lock , EBD Electronic Brake Force Distribution , Brake Assist auxiliary braking system , and
the option of a traction control system. Cookies on sbtjapan. Desktop Icon PC Site. Menu Icon
Menu. Why Choose SBT? More Spacious The Toyota Ipsum is superior and better car in its
class. Back to Top. According to Toyota, the Ipsum was produced to fill in the lack of
small-sized vehicles and minivans at that time. Its targeted customers are young families, hence
the car is fitted with 3 seat rows, allowing it to carry up to 7 passengers. It also offers a
spacious cabin, good visibility and numerous cool features. Sounds interesting, right? Keep
clicking the following review to learn more about this fancy vehicle! The Toyota Ipsum is a
family car with exterior best supporting the purpose. The bents and curls are built in a way

which a person feels like home. The rear can set up camera installation for parking ease. The
alloy wheels and broad light enhance look with support to tires for efficiency. Other exterior
features are xenon headlights, fog lights, dual climate control, and roof rails. Its three seat rows
can be adjusted for better convenience and flexibility, and they also offer arm rests. Hence, the
car can carry up to 7 passengers comfortably. And in order to maximize the comfort, its steering
wheel can be adjusted based on the needs of the driver. Other interior features include cruise
control, electric front seats, inbuilt DVD player, easily cleanable fabric upholstery, a
remote-control key, and a chic interior light. The first generation - had an option of two
inline-four petrol engines, ranging from 1. The second generation - had many engine options,
including a 2. In general, the overall performance of the Ipsum is strong enough for your family
needs. The towing ability is best in Toyota Ipsum diesel that has turbo option to supplement
booster to speed. The manual transmission gives a typical gear shift option which is traditional
to cars in the past while the automatic transmission brings automation feeling. Safety features
of the Toyota Ipsum include an automatic brake system and seat belts which are both equally
essential during accidents or emergencies. As production of Toyota Ipsum ceased in so now if
you want to buy a Toyota Ipsum , you will have to buy a used one. The better the car is, the
more expensive it costs. So you can base on these factors to pick a suitable Ipsum for your
demand. Active filter. Toyota Ipsum Clear All. Filter by Make. Year - Month. Select port for CIF.
Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Used Toyota Ipsum for sale 31 Results View as. Show
15 cars 24 cars 48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price Inquire. Engine And Performance The
first generation - had an option of two inline-four petrol engines, ranging from 1. Watch the
video below to learn more about the car:. Show More. SBT use cookies to give you the best
possible experience and serve the most relevant ads. By using this site, you accept the use of
cookies. Agree and continue browsing. Japan Time: Tokyo Time. Estimate the price of the
vehicle s based on your destination. Note : In some cases the total price cannot be estimated.
Change search options. Cars Per Page: 25 50 75 Add to Favorites. Inventory Location: Japan
Nagoya. Stock Id: NU Please click "Inquiry" to receive your quote from us. You need to provide
us with your contact details to receive a free quote. Inventory Location: Japan Yokohama. Stock
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YN Request A Car Get e-mail notification when vehicle is return on inventory. OR Enter your
email. Inventory Location: Japan Oita. Stock Id: DDB Request A Car. The car is available with
seven or six seats. With built-in third row of seats, the trunk volume is liters. Already the first
models of are equipped with two airbags and ABS. The spacious interior and the variable
luggage compartment of this model are used for both the family life as well as for the holiday
trip. The Toyota Ipsum presents itself dynamic and modern. The body has slightly curved lines,
on the roof rails, a roof box for luggage to be fixed. Just as with its successor, the Toyota
Avensis Verso, two different engine options are offered, a gasoline engine and a diesel engine.
And a 2. The maximum speed is mph, and fuel consumption is 9. The diesel was launched in in
the market and sets 90 HP. It accelerates the vehicle within In both variants the common thing is
the front-wheel drive and the 5-speed manual transmission. The gasoline engine can also be
combined with a 4-speed automatic transmission. The Toyota Ipsum can be used as a large
family car for trips on holiday with your wife, children and friends. Toyota Ipsum has a large
bright living room, large luggage compartment volume of liters, plenty of drawers and
compartments for coins, air conditioning for the rear passengers, adjustable suspension. The
second row of seats easily decomposed, turning into a couch. Toyota Ipsum is completed and
the necessary airbags and climate control. Thanks to the good weight distribution, suspension
and low center of gravity of the car has excellent handling and maneuverability. Leather is very
informative, sensitive and responsive, both the GT class sedans. Toyota Ipsum issued in the
form of four modifications since May Toyota Ipsum is in the form of a minivan with four doors
and seats up to 7 people, including the driver. All modifications Toyota Ipsum have minor
differences in appearance; the sports version has a small aerodynamic body kit. Cookies on
sbtjapan. Desktop Icon PC Site. Menu Icon Menu. Why Choose SBT? Car Name:. Model Code:.
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Search. Total Price Calculator Estimate the price of the vehicle s based on your destination.
Price: ASK. Total Price: ASK. Inquiry Inquiry. I want to receive special promotions by emails.
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engines and the design of the Car The Toyota Ipsum presents itself dynamic and modern.
Spacious car The Toyota Ipsum can be used as a large family car for trips on holiday with your
wife, children and friends. Verdict Toyota Ipsum issued in the form of four modifications since
May Back to Top. Air Bag. Anti-Lock Brake System. Air Conditioner. Alloy Wheels. Back Tire.
Fog Lights. Grill Guard. Leather Seats. Power Steering. Power Windows. Roof Rails. Rear
Spoiler. Sun Roof. Dual Air Bags. Show more. Verification email was sent to Don't see the
email? Resend Verification Email. It may be automatically sorted to the junk mail folder or trash
box, so please check it once if you cannot find the email. Your email address is verified! Now
you have full access to all features. As of November 9th, , we have relocated our Japan office to
this address below. Total Price calculator will estimate the total price of the vehicle s based on
your shipping destination port and other preferences. Note: In some cases the total price
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This Search condition is added to your Wish List. The Toyota Ipsum is a popular seven-seater
multi-purpose vehicle. With it, you can easily transport whatever passengers or gear you need.
Under the bonnet, there is a fuel efficient engine providing excellent economy. It is known for its
durability and longevity. The installed engine is a 2. There are two types of seating capacities in
the Toyota Ipsum. Some of them can seat up to 7 passengers with a seat design which includes
a bench seat. While other Ipsum models can hold up to 6 passengers with a seat design. The
Ipsum, in addition to its dependable normal grade models, also comes in a "Type S" or "Type
G" navigation special grade. With a drive system of FF and active torque control 4WD, if you
need a hardworking, dependable vehicle the Ipsum is for you. Show more Verification email was
sent to Don't see the email? By Keyword By Ref No. Hello, BF Member. LOG IN. What is
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Warranty? View vehicles shipping from:. Total Price ASK. Thank you! Your inquiry was
submitted. You will receive an email shortly with the price quote. If you have more questions,
please reply to the email so we can assist you. Try fastest way to Purchase this vehicle! Now
you can reserve this vehicle and instantly download a Proforma Invoice so you can proceed
with payment. Buy Now Login is required. Sign up to receive exclusive discount coupons! You
can also view your favorite cars and receive notifications on reduced prices. You will be notified
when the vehicle becomes available. The vehicle has been added to Favorites. The vehicle has
been removed from Favorites. Back to top. All rights reserved. Create account to save unlimited
number of vehicles in your Favorites list. Vehicle will be added to the Favorites bar. Select
Zambia D. Steering any Right Left. Min Year Mon. Min Eng. Drivetrain any 2wheel drive 4wheel
drive All wheel drive. Min Load Cap 1. Leather Seat. Power Steering. Body Kit. Power Seat. Grill
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Location Dubai. Search All from Stock , Help Top. This price is fixed by sellers selling cars on
TCV. Price of a brand-new car in Japanese market. This price is fixed by the manufacturing
company of the car. I bought it from a
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dealer for a reasonable price, so it was comfortable to ride for many years. The body was also
cool and I liked it. However, as the years passed, the engine noise began to become annoying,
there were many trouble spots, and it became necessary to replace parts due to deterioration
over time, and eventually the car itself narrowed due to the increase in the family. It has
become. I wasn't able to send it out for inspection or replace parts before it broke down, so I
thought it might be a little longer if I did it a little more. Still, I was satisfied because I ran up to ,
km. Search By Dealer. Car Ranking Vehicle Specifications. Help Top How to Buy. Buy from
Stock. Contact Information. FAQ Top I cannot log in. How can I contact to seller? Who do I pay
to and how do I transfer the money? Is there any Import Regulations for my country? Toyota
Ipsum : Price. Price of a used car on tc-v. Price of a new car in Japan Price of a brand-new car in
Japanese market. Toyota Ipsum on sale. No Data.

